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TIGERS TAKE BEST SEASON
The Tiger basketballers ended * near ACC
drought this season with the 58-51 win over Wake
Forest Monday night to cap their best conference
season yet. This story and a preview of next week's
conference tournament are on Pages 4 and 5.
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Lou Bello Looks Himself Over Again At Monday's Wake Forest Game
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Student Government Officers To Be Elected Apr. 7

Student Body, Class
Officer Elections Set
Lionel Hampton To Present Informal
Concert During Dance Week-End

Lou Bello, one of the few ACC referees to be liked here at
Clemson, is still the crowd's favorite referee, especially when
the Tigers win as well as they did Monday night over Wake
Forest Demon Deacons, 58-51. Lou, .one of The Tiger's favorites, too, provided the laughs as he pranced his way into Tiger
hearts while the Tigers captured their best conference year

with five wins since the toughest conference in the nation was
organized. At left, Lou gives the okay to Deacon George
Ritchie's two points, while at right he seems to have found an
extremely well-seated ring to tug on during game—and all
with his whistle In mouth. The inset gives a pretty good view
of Lou, as he really is. (Tiger photo by Jerry Stafford.)

Student Vote On Supper Hour Change Asked

Student Assembly Hears Discussions On Proposed
Changes; Unanimous Approval Given Each Issue
By JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
Tiger Staff Writer
Discussions on the proposed
supper hour change, a recommendation to convert storerooms to lounges and compulsory attendance before Senior Council were held at the
Feb. 19 Student Assembly
meeting. Each was followed
with unanimous approval.
Joe Fox, president of Student Government, asked the
Assembly to arrange a student body vote on the pro-

posed supper hour change.
All student elections are
conducted by the Elections
Committee of the Assembly.
He stated that the change is
being considered because it
would give students more time
between classes and supper,
especially after drills.
Fox also requested permission to write a recommendation in the name of Student
Government to convert storerooms in the new dormitories
to lounges. Several will be con-

verted on a trial basis before a
general conversion, according
to Fox.
Ask Addition To Regulations
J. C. Edwards, chairman of
Senior Council appeared to request that an addition be made
to Student Regulations making
it compulsory for a student to
appear before the Council if
he is asked to do so.
Ronnie Crow, speaker of the
Assembly, suggested that the
Assembly vote to request a
letter of resignation from any

member missing three meetings without an excuse.
Fox also asked the Assembly to disband its committee
on fraternities because the
college had also formed one
for the same purpose. It was
expected that the two would
conflict, according to Fox.
After each proposal, Crow
requested that the issue be put
in form of a motion. In each
case, the Assembly voted unanimously in favor of the action.

To Speak Here

Field Of Presidential Nominees Is
Narrowed To 9, Announces Cooper

Visit Is Routine Thing

Visitation Committee To End
Tour Of Engineering School
By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
The visitation committee of the Engineering Council
for Professional Development ends its two day tour of the
School of Engineering today.
Prime Interest Is Development
The prime interest of the
council, according to Dr. F. M.
Kinard, dean of the college, is
the proper development of engineering education. He stated
that they attempt to accomplish
this by two methods, evaluation
and advice.
Dean Kinard emphasized that
the visit of the group is a routine thing. He stated, "Periodically, every few years, they
visit accredited schools of engineering for the study of the
program.
"The results of their studies
at Clemson will be confidential
until the school receives their
reports next October or November."
The committee was scheduled
to visit the campus last year but
delayed their trip until this semester at the request of J. H.
Sams, Dean of the School of Engineering.

According to Dr. Kinard, this
delay was requested in order to
give the school time to get settled
in the new Structural Science
Building and to relocate portions
of the school in the recently
renovated Riggs Hall.
Committee Comprised Of
Seven Men
The visitation committee is
comprised of seven men headed
by Dr. Newman A. Hall of Yale
University. Others are Prof. W.
H. Carter of L.S.U. and Prof. R.
H. Campbell of New York State
College of Ceramics.
Also, Dr. Paul Weber of Georgia Tech, Prof. E. H. Gaylord of
the University of Illinois, Prof.
J. H. Mulligan of New York
University and J. W. Enell of the
American Management Association.
Dean Kinard further stated
that the committee will work
closely with the engineering faculty while touring the school.

much information on them as
possible," he said.
Captain Jervey, when asked
what qualifications his committee
looks for in a college president
answered, "There are many, and
these can only be used as a guide
for it would be almost impossible
to find a man who could fill them
all.
"Among the things we look for
are leadership ability, educational
background, honesty, the ability
to do creative thinking, and dedication to the job. We need a man
who can understand the problems
here at Clemson and the whole
south for that matter."
'Door Is Still Open'
Although the field has been narrowed, Captain Jervey pointed out
that the committee is still open for
nominations. "The door is still
open," he said.
Captain Jervey emphasized
that he is not exactly sure when
the board will finally select a
man for the job, but feels that it
won't be too long.
"About three or three and-a-half
months," he said. In reference
to the selection this would seem
to indicate the June meeting as
the time when announcement
would be made. Captain Jervey
then noted that the board has an
earlier meeting March 13.
Committee Composed Of Six
The nomination committee consists of four trustee members, one
member to represent the faculty
and one to represent the alumni.
Trustee members on the committee are Dr. W. A. Barnette of
Greenwood, W. C. Smith of Williamston, T. W. Thornhill of Charleston and J. F. McLaurin of Bennetts ville.
The alumni representative is
Captain Jervey, who was elected
by the committee to serve as chairman. Faculty representative is
Dr. Williams who also serves as
secretary.

By LEE CLYBURN
An informal jazz concert featuring Lionel Hampton
Tiger Assistant News Editor
and his orchestra will be presented Mar. 7 in the College
The date for general elections of Student Government
Field House from 4 p.m. until 5:30 p.m. according to Bob
Erwin, CDA president. The cost of the concert will be officers has been set for Apr. 7, while the date for run-offs
has been set for Apr. 14. Also the general election of
$.50 for each person.
Lionel Hampton's orchestra plays many jazz composi- class officers will be staged Apr. 13 with a run-off set
tions, a number of which have been written by Lionel for Apr. 20.
"The election campaign for Student Government
and have become popular with the record album buying
officers
will be kicked off Mar. 30 when petitions for
public through the years.
student
body
officers are due at the office of J. R. Cooper,"
Bob stated that the concert would be different from
stated
Joe
Fox,
presraent of the student body, after a
concerts in the past, and as an added feature there would
meeting of the Student Government Executive Commitbe no stipulation on wearing apparel.
tee last Wednesday.
Bermudas Permissible
Petitions must include the can- date violating the limitations set
"Bermuda shorts are permissible, and blankets and/ didate's name, grade-point ratio, by Student Assembly will be called
or pillows may be taken into the gym," stated Bob.
at least 10 signatures and the num- before the committee.
Resolutions Passed
Chairs in the portion of the gymnasium nearest the ber of credits passed by the candidate
through
first
semester
of
Joe
also
stated that two resolubandstand will be removed thus allowing space for coutions were passed by the Student
the '58-'59 school year.
ples to sit in chairs or on the floor in an informal manner Minimum grade-point ratio re- Government Executive Committee
according to individual desires of the audience.
quirement for president of student after they had been passed by Stubody is 2.5, and he must have a dent Assembly last week. Both the
Tickets for Mid-Winter's dance weekend will go
resolutions were put into effect in
senior
standing by Feb. 1960.
on sale in the college dining hall Monday at dinner
order to strengthen the Student
Political Rally Be Held
and supper, and sales will continue until the dance.
Government.
Political rallies will again be
The resolutions are stated as folPrices for the Friday formal and Saturday informal
staged in order that the students lows:
will be $4, and block tickets will be $7.50.
may better acquaint themselves
Resolution concerning discipli"Those with block tickets will be admitted to the jazz with capabilities of the candidates. nary action: "The Senior Council
concert without charge," stated Bob, "for a total saving The Student Government poli- is vested with the authority to retical rally will be held April 6, and quire any student deemed necesof $1.50 if tickets are bought in a block."
candidates for president, vice sary by said council to appear beClemson House Available
president and eight Senior Council fore the Senior Council for any
Guest accommodations are available at Clemson positions will campaign. The poli- hearing.
tical rally for class officers has
"Testimony in this regard it
House, and students desiring to keep dates at homes in the been set for April 20.
applicable to those students who
Clemson area may register at the ticket sales table in the Student Assembly last year set are considered as capable chardining hall. Students who register dates for homes will be a standard by which all candidates acter witnesses, witnesses at the
will be placed on an equal basis scene of alleged misdemeanor,
assigned rooms at a later date.
during the campaign period. Can- etc. Any students failing to comBob said CDA was greatly disappointed in the atdidates seeking offices will be
(Continued on Page 4)
tendance at Lionel's last jazz concert on campus, and limited to four posters and a maxihe urged all students to participate in this concert mum expenditure of $10, including posters.
since it was especially designed to fit all students.
Those seeking election to class
CDA also urges all Clemson families who would like representative posts will have the
to keep dates of students in Clemson homes to register same financial expenditure limit,
with Mrs. Sybil Albert in the Student Affairs office, but only can be allowed two campaign posters.
By JIMMY YOUNGBLOOD
Bob said.
Those running for student

Future Car Wash
For Students
In Parking Lot

Tiger Staff Writer
body offices will be allowed six
A
car
wash
for students will soon
posters and maximum expendiMany Of Cast Untried
ture of $15. In any case, posters be built in what is now the last
are considered any fixed adver- row of the parking lot, immediately
behind the Physical Plant equiptisement placed on campus.
Handbills and cards are not con- ment shed. Block "C" Club has
sidered posters unless attached to offered to pay the annual water
campus structures, trees, etc., but bill.
Barrow Asks Help
will come under the set expenditure for each case stated.
Dick Yeary, president of Block
A cast including "as many players as we (could) find Candidates for all offices will be "C," made the offer at the Feb.
who have never been in a Little Theater production pre- on their honor to turn in an itemiz- 19 meeting of Council of Club
ed expense account to the com- Presidents at which Charles Barviously" will present Little Theater's third production of mittee on political campaigns of ron, Chemical Engineering senior
the season, Mrs. McThing, Mar. 20-21, according to Director the Student Assembly. Any candi- from Seneca and a member of the
College Parking Committee, apHal Cooledge.
peared to ask each club to donate
The two-act humorous parable
$2 a year to defer the water bill.
will be presented in the Food
He stated he was completely surIndustries Auditorium at 8:15 p.
prised
by the Block "C" Club:*m. both nights. Clemson's Kappa
"extremely generous-" offer.
Psi Cast of Alpha Psi Omega,
Wash Cars Free
A. has | Board that will become vacant
The Clemson Y. M.
national dramatics fraternity, is
producing the play.
Students will soon be able to
scheduled its annual election of about the first of May.
Four students have been nomi- wash their cars free. They must
Assist With Settings
officers this weekend. The ballotIncluded in the cast, Mr. Cool- ing will begin at the regular week- nated for the offices of president furnish their own hose and soap,
edge said, were a Freshman, a ly meeting at 6 p.m. Sunday and and vice-president: Luther Big- however. The car wash will be
by, Bob Boles, Hugh McCord and equipped with four hose bibs and
Sophomore, a Junior, a Senior
and one or two high school stu- will continue at the Y Office un- Dean Winesett. The nominee will accommodate about six cars.
receiving the largest number of
Walter T. Cox, dean of Student
dents. Some of them, he con- til 6 p.m. Monday.
votes will be elected president, Affairs, also met with the Council.
tinued, would most likely assist
Active Members Eligible
and the one receiving the sec- He expressed his appreciation for
with settings and scenery, also
All students who are active
ond largest number of votes will the help given him in planning
of a highly experimental nature.
High School Visitation Day. He
Alva Jean Putnam is in the members of the Clemson Y.M.C.A. be vice-president.
Nominated for the office of re- then asked the clubs to assist with
title role, playing both the Ugly are eligible to vote for the three
Witch and the Beautiful Witch. student officers and for adults to cording secretary are Alan El- the various programs planned for
the prospective students.
The cast includes Maxine fill five positions on the Advisory
(Continued on Page 4)
Trively as Mrs. Howard V.
Larue III, a rich widow; Ruth
By Campus, Alumni Leaders
Burress Miller as Carrie, a
nurse maid; and Anita Thurston as Sybil, a parlor maid.
Evva, Maude and Grace Lewis,
three friends, are portrayed by
Virginia
Jackson,
Charlotte
Green and Mrs. M. S. Steadman,
while the bodyguard, Nelson, is
characterized by John Ridgill.
representing the School of Arts son, and if an asset, what would
By LEE CLYBURN
(Continued on Page 6)
and Sciences; Dr. H. H. Wilson, be necessary to establish them?
Tiger Assistant News Editor
A joint committee of students, representing the School of Engi- The committee will also carefaculty and alumni has been neering; Professor T. A. Camp- fully study the difficulties innamed to investigate the possi- bell, representing the School of volved in putting such a system
bility of national social fraterni- Textiles; and Professor W. A. into effect.
The committee was formed
ties on campus by Joe Fox, presi- Speer from the School of Archident of the student body; Walter tecture.
shortly after Student AssemSelect Alumni Members
To clarify any misunder- Cox, dean of Student Affairs and
bly unanimously passed a resostanding concerning the change Joe Sherman, director of Public
The four members selected lution favoring fraternities.
in room deposits, one half of a Relations.
from the alumni are Tom MillIn this resolution the Assembly
semester's room fee, $43, must
Phil Powell, Architectural ford, president of the National
be deposited by July 1 by a stustudent from Mullins; Bill Clemson Alumni Association; Dr. asked all interested individuals
dent making a room reservation
Wysong, Architectural student J. W. Jones, vice president of and organizations on campus to
for next semester.
from Florence; Alan Elmore, the National Clemson Alumni accelerate efforts toward the
Industrial Engineering major Association; Joe Sherman, secre- attaining of social fraternities
It will be credited to the tuifrom
Charlotte; Aubrey Shir- tary of the Alumni Association at Clemson College.
tion payment in September,
Dean Cox stated that, as soon
ley,
Industrial Management and Capt. Frank Jervey, former
and will not be kept throughout
major from Chester are mem- president of the National Alumni as possible, the committee would
the semester, according to
submit a written report to the
bers selected from the stu- Association.
Henry Hill, Director of Auxilident body.
The joint committee will at- administration and the Board of
ary Enterprises.
Committee members named tempt to find out whether or not Trustees for approval. The comThe present $15 room deposit
from
the faculty include Dr. G. a national social fraternity sys- mittee will meet in the near fuhas been abolished.
E. Bair and Dr. F. A. Burtner, tem would be an asset to Clem- ture.

Mrs. McThing To Be
3rd Little Theater Play

By BILL HILL
Tiger News Editor
R. M. Cooper, chairman of the Board of Trustees, indicated after a board meeting
last week that the number of men under consideration for the presidency of Clemson
College has been considerably narrowed. He stated the original list of some 80 to
100 nominees had been screened to a small number of men, mostly educators, who are
in the age range of 42 to 50 years.
Nominees Narrowed To Nine
said the work of the committee is
It was later substantiated that progressing steadily and satisfacthe actual number under con- torily.
sideration is nine. This figure
He pointed out that Dr. J. K.
was supplied by Captain Frank Williams, secretary of the comJervey who serves as alumni re- mittee, is getting biographies on
presentative and chairman of the the various men nominated.
committee which has been set up
He also stated that letters are
by the trustees to handle presiden- being written to people who
tial nominations.
know the individuals in a furWhile it is still too soon to re- ther effort to get information
lease any names, Captain Jervey about them. "We are getting as

Political Rally
To Be Held Again

Members Of YMCA
To Vote For Officers

s
\ w&
Brig. Gen. Stanley R. Larsen,
assistant commander of the U.
S. Army Infantry School at Ft.
Benning, Ga., will speak to
the Clemson Chapter of Scabbard and Blade military banquet Apr. 10 during Spring
Dances, which include Military
Ball Friday night. The banquet, Col. George A. Douglass,
professor of military Science
an Tactics, said, will be attended by all ROTC Seniors and
Junior members of Executive
Sergeants, as well as faculty
and ROTC staff. (Army photo.)

Booker Expects
Final Enrolment
At Over 1,500
A first-week enrollment of 1,230
was announced Thursday for the
Clemson Continuing Education
Center, in its sixth year, by Chairman Leonard T. Booker.
"We are hopeful," Mr. Booker
said, "that the final total will exceed 1,500. Our enrollment last
year was 1,340, an all-time high."
He also announced that all bridge
classes, and the course in introduction to pastel painting have been
closed to additional enrolling.
The center, held in the Plant
and Animal Science Building, continues next Tuesday night, with 35
courses, and runs on successive
Tuesdays through Mar. 24.

Joint Committee To Study
Social Fraternities Named

Room Deposit
Must Be Paid
Before July 7
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EDITORIALS

Friday, February 27, 1959

FIVE... FOUR...THREE...

Qualifications
For Future President

Should Administration Th wart Endeavors To Provide
Organization That Would Be Beneficial To College

When a group has tried to accomplish
their aims within the framework of an established organization and have failed, we
feel that they should be given the opportunity to form their own organization to
serve their purpose, if they deem it necessary.
A group of coeds find themselves in the
position described above. They have attempted to form a club which they feel
will be extremely beneficial to the coeds
as well as the school. They have been
thwarted in all of these efforts.
We feel that they have been treated
unjustly. Their argument for a new club
appears to have a sound basis, and yet
they have been given no valid explanation
as to why their application for a charter
has been rejected.
The objectives of the new club are
splendid. Service to Clemson College and
promotion of Clemson coeds with emphasis on attracting more female students to
the campus are commendable aims; no
one can deny that. The new club would
also endeavor to promote better scholar-

Office Of Dean Plagued With Students Disregarding
Or Misunderstanding Class-Cut, Hospital Rules
Dean Cox's office has been plagued lately with students who want excuses for
classes missed while they were sick in their
rooms or their homes on campus.
Twice last semester this newspaper
printed hospital regulations which clearly
state that all students who are ill must report to the college hospital for treatment
and excused absences. We cannot understand why so much confusion apparently
exists in this regard.
While some students may really be ill
and not feel like making the trip to the infirmary, the Dean's office cannot issue excuses. If this practice were begun many
students would feign illness just for the
sake of getting free cuts, and there is no
way to check on whether a student was
sick or not.
This practice may seem rather severe
to some, but we must realize the Dean's
position. To give one student an excuse
would mean giving one to everyone who

This case brought up the subject of
Council trials as a whole this year, and a
quick review of the record reveals fewer
trials held thus far. This, of course, indi-

Talk Of The Town

asked for it under the same conditions.
This applies to more than just medical
excuses, however. At one time excuses
were given to some students who had a
legitimate reason for leaving school just
prior to holidays. This practice was abandoned when about 50 per-cent of the student body suddenly developed reasons to
leave.
Many of our students get home only
once a year because they live so far away.
It is regrettable that they cannot be allowed an extra day or two during Christmas
to spend with their families.
But to give them more time would not
be understood by many students who feel
that they, too, deserved a longer holiday,
so this minority must suffer.
This is also the outcome with almost all
cases. To make exceptions would cause
dissention, thus no exceptions are made
It is hoped that students will soon become
better acquainted with this policy.

Student Body Should Be C ommended For Conduct;
Senior Council Holds Fewer Trials Thus Far
Last week a Clemson student was suspended by Senior Council for one year. In
our opinion the penalty imposed in this
case was lenient because this same student
had been before the Council previously for
another case of misconduct. Be that as it
may. In the Council's judgement this was
the best punishment and we will not question their stand.

By BOB CLARK

ship among coeds. Are they to be condemned for this?
These objectives were presented to the
administration as a basis for a charter, but
the administration preferred to think this
club was being formed for purely social
reasons. We cannot understand how this
idea was conceived.
Admittedly every organization on campus performs some social activities for its
members, but we do not feel any objections can be raised on this point. The purposes of every organization are clearly stated within their respective charters, however, and they must operate within this
framework or their charter will be revoked.
We will not deny the fact that there are
far too many organizations currently on
campus. However, we believe our readers will agree that a large number of these
organizations exist in name only; that is
they serve no real purpose. Isn't it time
for these inactive clubs to be replaced with
others that really want to be of service?
If a group with a definite purpose presents itself and sincerely wants to achieve
the objectives presented, we believe the
administration would be doing an injustice to the entire school if its sanction were
not given.
We hope the administration will review
its decision to grant this charter. The coeds want to help Clemson; let us not deter
their desire.

When a group of students decide that
they can in some way benefit the college
and themselves by banding together into
an organized group, we are of the opinion
that they should receive co-operation and
support from college officials to realize
their goal.

cates better conduct on the part of our student body and of this we are proud.
Council members are of the opinion
that this year's student body is perhaps the
best behaved group to attend Clemson in
several years. It is doubtful that we will
ever find ourselves completely rid of misconduct among students, but it is encouraging that student behavior is improving.
The student body is to be commended
for this improved conduct. We hope this
year is an indication of what we may expect next year and many years to come.

Let's Tolk It Over

Have Students Lived Up To Bargain
Made Concerning Tell ow Posts?'
By CHARLES SPENCER
I have been rummaging among
old issues of the Tiger, from two
and three years ago.
Interesting reading, especially
if you are sentimental.
Also interesting -to note how
certain subjects keep recurring
on the editorial pages of the student newspaper of this college. ..
Things such
as, well, beha vior of
students,
and
the
meaning of
e ducation,
and school
■ spirit, and
the bookstore
|t and the
laundry, and
il culture, and
the place of
well, the list goes
sports, and
on and on.
One topic in particular caught
my eye, because it is a problem
that is still to be solved: The
ownership of automobiles by students. They were talking about
it when I was a freshman and
they are still talking about it
now.
How many of you remember the
"yellow posts?" (I'm being sentimental again. But practical too.)
Well, anyway, these yellow posts
were a plague that threatened to
engulf the campus no less than
two years ago.
Long and short, straight and
crooked rows of tall and short
iron posts,
painted yellow,
marched across the campus,
turning up in the oddest places;
they encircled buildings; they

k

blocked entrances to quadrangles
and parking lots, not to mention
lawns and driveways that might
tempt a student to park his car
and leave it there. In short,
these yellow posts were a nuisance and they were unsightly.
The students said so; in The
Tiger and in public. Furthermore, they were an insult to the
maturity of Clemson students,
who would not think of parking
where they shouldn't! Enough
of a stink was raised that the
authorities finally decided to remove them. The big day was
Friday, March 15, 1957.
Workmen went everywhere
cutting the posts off with torches
about two inches from the
ground, leaving just enough to
ruin tires; later the stumps were
covered reverently with a little
mound of concrete; and finally
most of them were dug out completely.
But the authorities made a
bargain before they removed the
ugly yellow posts. The students
must prove that they didn't need
the posts; that they would voluntarily park where they were supposed to; or, back would go the
posts.
In the words of a writer in The
Tiger of March 21, 1957, "Just
how long we remain unplagued
by yellow posts is entirely up to
us, the student body. As long as
we can obey rules set up by the
(parking) committee, we can rest
assured that they will not rise
again."
Aren't we proud of the way we
have proved our sense of responsibility! Beginning the very next
day, student cars were parked
in every conceivable place they
shouldn't have been, and it Is

still so today. Student cars m
front of the student center taking spaces desperately needed for
ladies who are employed by the
college.
Student cars running around
on the middle and lower quadrangles; student cars passing
back and forth behind the dining hall, where all entrances are
clearly marked NO CARS BEYOND THIS POINT; student
cars in faculty spaces along the
curbs, in day student parking
lots, parked overnight in 20minute loading zones, student
cars everywhere!
And with
plenty of space in the parking
lots—newly paved areas with
scarcely a car in them most of
the time!
And the students have the
audacity to complain bitterly
when they get a parking ticket.
This writer has gotten his share,
but he knew that they were his
fault and he paid them without
making a lot of noise. But that
is not the worst of it; no, some
students lower themselves so far
as to shout abuses at the police
officers while hiding cowardly in
a group where he cannot be identified.
Real men we have here. Make
a moral agreement with a man
and then call him a dirty soand-so because he does his job
thoroughly and efficiently. What
would you call it?
I am sorry to say I am not
proud of the way we have kept
our part of the bargain. Unless
we shape up quickly, the authorities would be justified in putting
the yellow posts back. Well, maybe not yellow posts, but something. What would you do in
their place?

From the Board of Trustees of Clemson College
comes word that a new president of Clemson may be
chosen within the next three or four months, possibly
even earlier. The field of selection has been narrowed
down from an original list, which included about 80
names, to nine candidates.
News that the late Dr. Poole's successor will soon be
named comes at a vital moment in Clemson's growth;
the future of Clemson will rest with the
person who can tactfully and skillfully
guide Clemson through the difficulties
of the coming years. It is unfortunate,
however, that acting-President Edwards
is apparently not being considered for
this position; I believe that he would
make a competent and capable president.
Unless the right person is chosen
for this high position, the progress of
Clemson College could reach a standstill. Who is the
right person? What should his qualifications be? What
should be his position on such vital issues as college expansion, academic standards, social fraternities, and other issues too numerous to mention?
He certainly should be a professional educator and
a politician in the sense of being one well-versed in the
science of government of the school's affairs, capable of
coping with whatever problems arise. He should be
more than a mere figurehead, as so many college presidents have a tendency to become.
A person with progressive ideas and an interest buried deep in the welfare of Clemson is direly needed.
He would not of necessity have to be a Southerner,
but would have to understand and SUPPORT the views
of Southerners. He should NOT be a person with pre-conceived, antiquated notions imbedded in his thinking.
In general he must be open for improvements both to
himself and the college.
His formal education should include a doctor of
philosophy degree in his chosen field. This would be an
asset to Clemson, not only for prestige, but also it would
enable him to take his rightful position with other men
engaged in the same vocation.
Clemson is expanding; its prestige is growing. This
has been accomplished by a rise in academic standards
due to the inauguration of entrance exams and a corresponding increase in the quality of enrollment. Clemson's fame lies not only along academic lines, but also
in athletic circles. The new president must be willing to
support Clemson's academic and athletic policies.
A man of high character, one held high in esteem by
his peers, an educated individual, a forward-thinking
and an outspoken person. . . these are the qualities we
desire in Clemson's president.

Plaudits Due Student Assembly
Plaudits are due to the Student Assembly for unanimously endorsing social fraternities and to the administration for designating a committee to investigate
the possibility of social fraternities on Clemson's campus.
For years apathy has existed regarding fraternities,
and finally this year's Student Assembly took the 'giant
step' and supported the drive for fraternities. This is
a tremendous step towards attaining what Clemson definitely needs to bridge the gap that has existed since
the abrogation of the Military five years ago.
The adversaries of fraternities base their objections
on the actions of just a few fraternities; in most schools
fraternities are a credit to the schools. There are a few
problems that will have to be solved before they are
successfully inaugurated here, but nothing can be built
overnight. It will take time, but anything that is worth
having, and wanted badly enough, is worth waiting for.
There is no reason why fraternities should not be a
part of Clemson, and a very vital part, in the next two
years. Although many of us will no longer be here then,
we are still interested in the welfare of Clemson. And
I think that the welfare of Clemson, particularly the student body, hinges on the advent of social fraternities.
Fraternity means brotherly relationship; how can
anything with such a definite purpose such as brotherhood be detrimental to a school? There are a few remaining obstacles to be overcome, but we are eagerly
looking forward to the future of Clemson, and that future includes social fraternities.
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Profession Of Teaching Helps To Determine
Civilization Which Is Dependent On Culture
By TIM TRIVELY
Tiger Associate Editor
Culture is the basis for a
civilization and it is the strength
of that culture which determines
the life of that civilization. Culture is derived from education,
and, education is directly dependent upon its profession. It
is this profession of teaching
which we wish to study for a
moment.
The whole
world is sympathetic with
the underpaid professor whose
only reward
is the words,
"I see now
prof." There
is no personal goal to be
obtained and
certainly no
promise of gold to be acquired.
But it is not these courageous

I :*

faculty men that will determine
the attitudes that students will
carry with them from the institutions, but rather that of great
injustice1 and the total disrespect
for humility.
Because of the tremendous
misunderstanding on the part of
a major segment of the faculty
it is imperative that the student
reaffirm the statement that he,
the student, is paying for an
education and therefore has
every right as that of a stockholder.
College is an investment and
does not the shareholder have
the UNQUESTIONABLE RIGHT
to examine, question, and criticize? The student is here to be
advised how, not told what, to
think! If any who read this have
another thought concerning the
latter sentence or this whole column for that matter, I should
like to hear your theory.
When examining the profession of teaching, perhaps the

first plight that comes to mind
is that of the young energetic,
enthusiastic Instructor who becomes the disillusioned Associate Professor. The common
leading question? "Why don't
they come to class?"
Students don't go to some of
these classes because, first: there
is no roll call. To allow the
student to determine his own
values, is the fundamental principle upon which the University
system is based. Secondly, you
don't have to go to class to get
a good grade.
In essence, you don't have to
go to class to get an A, in as
much as the total requirement is
a paper to two. Who is to determine whose paper is which
when there is no vocal requirement. In some classes participation is encouraged, but all it
can do for the student is hang
him.
Prom the student's point of
view, you are a fool to go to class

at all. Unlimited cuts at Clemson would be disastrous, not for
the student, but for some of the
faculty. If going to class doesn't
help your grade, how can there
be any correlation of course material.
Looking at the above points,
it is good that we reread them
with greater emphasis on this
one point—the student pays for
his education. One could conclude that the student is paying
for nothing when there is no correlation between course and
class!
The college says that C is average, but have the faculty read
this statement? When 50 per
cent of a class fail a course who
is at fault? There is a sign that
says, "You too can be a hero."
Likewise, there is one which says,
"You too are a failure."
Some professors have a Pilotlike policy of washing their hands
clean of any moral responsibility
of classroom conduct.

Concerning an incident of
cheating, this story was related
by a member of the faculty,
(paraphrased) "an honest man
saw a dishonest man take an apple from a store, should the
owner of the store give the honest
man an apple too?"
The story makes any semi-intelligent student want to cry for
help. The honest man—honest
student—pays the proprietor to
operate that store—the student
pays for his education. The dishonest man—the cheater—is not
stealing from the college but from
the honest man because the prof,
bases the curve on all grades,
honest or dishonest.
Another side completely oblivious to the prof—the proprietor—or prof—had been told about
the stealing or cheating—and he
then turns his head!
It is high time for a little less
head turning and a little more
head thinkingl
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Student Chaplain Art Lindley Enjoys
Campus Life As Yankee-Bom Rebel
By BOB CLARK
Tiger Feature Writer
"I'm a real rebel, and I'm proud
to call Brevard, N. C. my home
town," says Student Chaplain Art
Lindley, who, incidentally, was
born in New York City.
A Senior majoring in Civil Engineering, Art will graduate in
June. After graduation his plans
are indefinite, but he has often
thought of going into missionary
work or into foreign service.
Presently, Art is chairman of
the Religious Activities Council
and is vice-president of the YMCA.
He has held offices in both Senior
and Junior 'Y' Councils and is a
member of the Presbyterian Student Association.
When asked what the highlight of his stay at Clemson has
been, Art commented, "I'd say
being elected student chaplain
was the greatest thing that has
happened to me at Clemson. I'm
very proud I was chosen, but I
don't believe that I deserved the
honor."

Art was among the many Clemsonites who attended the Sugar
Bowl game New Year's Day and
remarked concerning the outcome,
"As far as I'm concerned, we won
the game; at least the moral victory was ours. Oh, by the way, I
got a very interesting picture during the game.
"On the scoreboard". Clemson 6,
LSU 0. Although there was a mistake made by the scorekeeper, I
think that told the story of the
game."
Peeved At Professors
As far as pet peeves, Art listed
one: "Students are paying good
money to come to Clemson to get
an education; however, I feel that
there are certain professors at
Clemson who are not doing their
best to teach the students what
they should learn, in some courses.
******
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"In other words, the students
very often do not get their money's
worth out of certain classes."
As far as Clemson's future is
concerned, he said, "Clemson has
potentialities of having the most
beautiful campus in the South if
students will help the administrators make it that way."
On the subject of grade-pointratio, Art remarked, "I definitely
think that some students place
too much emphasis on grade
point ratio, and not enough on
learning; learning is thus being
sacrificed for grade points."
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In conclusion, Art added, "I'm
a whole-hearted Clemson man.
Upon graduation I'm going to join
the Alumni Association and IPTAY. I'm looking forward to
Clemson's progress in the years
to come."

*****■***••***

Campus Character
.;::':

Art lists the most enjoyable
courses that he has taken while at
Clemson as religion, integral calculus and a CE course in concrete.
Endorses Fraternities
He remarked when questioned
as to his position on fraternities,
"To be frank, I think fraternities
would help Clemson. The word
fraternity means brotherhood, and
I think that's what Clemson needs.

nsurance Talk
Will Be Given

"Fraternities would strengthen the bond between the students. Once when I went on a
'Y' deputation, I was housed in
a fraternity, and all the fellows
were just like brothers to me. I
feel it would be that way at
Clemson."

A talk to acquaint students with
various types of insurance now
being offered will be given Mar.
10 at 6:30 p.m. in Room 118
Chemistry Building.
L. M. Bauknight, associate professor of Agricultural Economics,
will make the talk which W. T.
Cox, dean of Student Affairs,
terms as quite informative to students planning to buy a policy, especially seniors.
One reason for the talk, according to Dean Cox, was that several
students had bought policies inadequate for their' needs because
they lacked an understanding of
the different forms of insurance
available.

Art's favorite type of music is
mood music. His favorite artists
are Mantovani and Roger Williams.
He especially likes Johnny Mathis
oh the vocals. Art's main hobby
is photography.

Jones Is Guest At
Mineret Dinner Meet
Prof. Roy Jones of Minneapolis,
Minn., visiting architectural critic, was the guest of honor at a
dinner meeting of the Minerets
held Monday night at the Clemson
House.
Mr. Jones has been a critic with
the thesis class in the School of
Architecture since his participation at the winter convention of
the state chapter of the American
Institute of Architecture.
Answered Student's Questions
At an informal seminar after the
dinner Mr. Jones answered and
discussed questions raised by the
members of the architectural honor fraternity. These questions
were about major controversies
.that confront the student in
architecture.
Of the greatest importance to
the group was the practice of
architectural service while still a
student. Prof. Jones felt that a
student should not take the responsibility of such practice, but
that the student should work with
. an architect or contractor.
Other topics that were discussed were the landscape possibilities of buildings with problems
similar to the school's new
dormitory, the present trends in
high-rise planning, the problems of campus planning and
the possibilities in town planning.
Prof. Jones has had a great influence in the standards of architectural education; he was chosen
as one of the men intrusted with
the responsibility of founding an
accrediting board of architectural
education in the United States.
This accrediting board, of which
he was president for several years,
determines the value of an institution engaged in teaching architecture.
To register as a licensed architect it is preferred that a student
be a graduate of an accredited
school. The registering board has
the right to turn down an applicant
not from such a school.
'<

Founded Minnesota School

The School of Architecture at
the University of Minnesota is a
second project of Mr. Jones. He
was one of the founders and served
I as head of the school for several
f years until his retirement. He also
I served as consulting architect at
I the university during this time.
Mr. Jones is a member of the
American Institute of Architects
and holds the honor of being
named a Fellow in the Institute
for his service to the profession.
Since his retirement he has pari ticipated as a lecturer and critic
visiting various Schools of ArchiItecture.
He will be with the thesis class
hlntil Mar. 7.

ART LINDLEY

Fred V. Tweed Is
Varied Travel Offered Reported Missing
In Medfordr Mass.
In The Collegiate Fashion

By Easter Holidays

By RUSS CAMPBELL
Tiger Feature Writer
Soon another fabulous Mid-Winter dance weekend
will be upon us once more. Then there will be a two
week stretch before Easter holidays begin. During this
time the Country Gentlemen should be extremely cautious and hoard every possible shekle available.
The tremendous variety of parties that will develop during this time in this part of the South will
constitute a real blast. Starting with the South Carolina Classic Carolina Cup, in Camden featuring a great
test of horses over brush and timber and along the
flat, these parties range to the deep blue Atlantic.
Spectators Tested
The Cup, besides testing horses, tests the capacity of
the spectators. It is a homecoming for many and a fashion
show for the women. For the college crowd it is a blast.
Starting at noon and lasting until dark, this is a great way
to spend the 28th.
Of course, running a close second, are the many
house parties on the Grand Strand of the Atlantic
Coast of South Carolina. From Pawley Island to Cherry Grove there will be 38 miles of collegiate frolic.
There will be anywhere from 69 to infinity beach parties in this strip. The weather has never failed to add
to the celebration, and the salt spray gives a terrific lift
to the already high spirits of the collegian.
Tops In Atmosphere
If you are traveling around the country visiting
friends and can not stay overnight, these places are guaranteed to be in the right mood. In Columbia its the Purple Onion, in Atlanta we like Hank 'n Jerry's, in Raleigh
try the Profile and in Charleston the Anchor is the place.
If you get 'way down the coast we highly recommend
Hester's and the Purple Tree in Savannah for the tops in
atmosphere.
Remember two weeks after Mid-Winters is the beginning of Easter holidays. So be prepared.

mom

Old Fort Rutledge Unknown To Most Students
By RALPH HOLLAND
Tiger Feature Writer
What's Fort Rutledge? Ask just
about any "informed" student and
he's apt to tell you that he never
heard of it! Most of us never
heard of it either.
Fort Located Mile From Campus
Located less than a mile from
the college campus, this, old fort
is one of our many points of historical
interest here. Although
very few students know the location of tliis land mark, fewer
still know it's interesting history.
Fort Rutledge is located in a pasture on the college farm in the
Seneca River bottoms. Constructed
of gray stone, and in reality
more of a monument than a fort,
the roofless structure seems oddly
put of place there among the rolling pastures, peaceful green trees,
and the ever-muddy Seneca River
which flows languidly a short distance away.
Legend And History Agree On
Origin
Legend and history seem to
agree closely on the origin of Fort
Rutledge. When war with the colonies became apparently inevitable, the government of Great Britain planned to enlist the aid of
various Indian tribes in subdueing
the southern colonies so that their
own forces could be concentrated

upon the North which was more This fort was later to be named tribute to these early patriots who
important from a military stand- Fort Rutledge, in honor of the fought and died for the cause
which we today are able to take
President of South Carolina.
point.
for granted.
It's existence, with it's permaWhen news came on July I,
nent garrison of three hundred
1776, that the British Navy was
in Charlestown Harbor, the Inmen, substantially did away
with the Indian threat for the.
dians of the Creek and Cheroremainder of the Revolutionary
kee tribes struck. Within several days several hundred settlers
War.
had been massacred by the J-Although the original fort has
dians who slaughtered without
regard for age or sex. Upon long since crumbled to dust, in
knowledge of the atrocities, Ma- 1908 the Andrews Pickens Chapjor Andrew Williamson gather- ter of the Daughters of the Amered a force of volunteers num- ican Revolution erected a miniature fort in the pasture southwest
bering over a thousand.
of "Lovers' Lane" in the Seneca
Quite a bit of jealousy existed River bottoms.
among Williamson's staff as he had
Few Students Ever See Fort
been apppointed commander-inchief by the President of South
Few students ever see this gray
Carolina, Rutledge, and had the stone fort as the pastures in which
authority
to pass
commands it is located is enclosed by a fence.
through the colonels who actually When constructed the miniature N. BONAPARTE, French G. I., »ay»:
out-ranked him. This situation was of the fort was thought to be on " Wildroot conquers dry, unruly hair!"
soon remedied by his promotion to the original site. However, since
the rank of colonel.
that time evidence has been found
to indicate that the original old
Jutt a llttlt bit
Williamson Attacks Indians
Fort Rutledge was on a high bluff
o+ Wildroot
Williamson, at the head of his overlooking the river a mile away.
and...WOW!
ill-clad and poorly fed force, marchFort Rutledge remains a lasting
ed on the much larger Cherokee
villages. He succeeded in burning
BOWLING AT ITS BEST!
10 LANES
thousands of acres of Indian crops
VISIT THE
and destroying many of their huts.
On August 16 work was begun
on a fort situated on the site of
Completely Automatic
Essenecca, one of the Indian vilPh. CAnal 6-4200 — 2811 N. Main St. — Anderson, S. C.
lages that had been destroyed.
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The sensational world-wide playboy, Fred V. Tweed, III, has been
reported
missing
in Medford,
Mass. Tweed has failed to show
up at his penthouse apartment
since last Friday night. He was
last seen as he left to go to the
night club where he was part owner.
Tweed was carrying a large
sum of money, which was not unusual for him as he often bought
and sold whole companies or real
estate on impulse. He reportedly
had in his possession $50,000 cash
after a business transaction involving his flashy floor show.
This floor show features a chorus line that would make the Follies-Bergere look like a Carolina
sorority playing Little Red Ridinghood.
A man answering Tweed's general description was seen at a waterfront jazz spot. This man was
talking to an officer in the Foreign
Legion. Police officials are investigating the possibility that Tweed
(Continued on Page 5)
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Clemson Prepares For Strong ACC Tournament
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's
Tiger
basketball
team, with victories in their last
two ACC games, are preparing for
the ACC tournament. The tournament will be played in Reynolds
Coliseum in Raleigh, N. C. which
will seat some 12,000 spectators.
The modern coliseum is expected to be packed by rabid basketball fans from all over the country
when some of the finest teams in
the nation will trade goals with
hopes of representing the ACC in
the NCAA playoffs.
First round pairings are not
certain to date because there is
a possibility that Maryland and
Duke will finish their conference

play with identical 7-7 records
which would result in a tie for
fourth place, and it is likely that
two, and maybe three, teams
will finish in a dead heat for
fifth place.
Clemson has already completed
its ACC play with a 5-9 record and
it is possible that both Wake Forest and Virginia could finish with
the same card. Should these ties
develop there will be a drawing
for tournament seedings.
The no. 1 team will face the no
8 team, the no. 2 team will meet
the. no. 7 team, the no. 3 team
will face the no. 6 team, the no.
4 team will meet the no. 5 team,
and the way it stands now there
are only three settled positions.

Progress is the best word to
describe the Clemson Tiger football team so far this spring. After six practice sessions, the Atlantic Coast Conference champions are showing a remarkable
improvement and are continuing
to improve.
Head Coach Frank Howard
voiced his pleasure when he
said that the opening week of
spring practice is one of the best
that he has ever had at Clemson.
Several new plays have been
installed due to the rapid progress that has been made by
the Bengals. A new series of
Wing-T plays are probably the
newest and most exciting of
the new plays. In this series,
the Tigers are able to make use
of their two top quarterbacks
Harvey White and Lowndes
Shingler for running plays.
Another new series calls for
the lonesome end formation in
order to use the fast ends to their
best advantage.
End positions
that gave
Coach Howard much concern
before spring drills appears to
be solved. Gary Barnes, a rising
sophomore from Fairfax, Alabama, has already displayed his
talent as a fleet-footed pass receiver. Barnes has the needed
height and speed to really develop into a terrific end, according
to end coach Bob Jones.
Other freshmen ends who are
being counted upon heavily are
Bob Matthews, Ronnie Crolley,
Charles Mills and Tom King.
Add these promising freshmen
to upperclassmen ends, Sam Anderson, Bobby DeBardelaben,
Emil Zager, Ken Rogers, and Jim
Daniels, and the flankman picture is far from dismal.
Victims of the injury bug include Sam Crout and George
Usry suffering with bad legs,
Lou Cordileone with a sprained arm, and Tommy King with
a sprained back. Only King will
probably miss the spring game
next month.
To date, the first unit appears
pretty well set with Anderson
and DeBardelaben at end, Cordileone and Hal Olson at tackle,
Larry Wagner and Dave Lynn at
guard and Paul Snyder at the
center position. In the backfield
White is at quarterback, Doug
Cline at Fullback and Usry and
Bill Mathis at halfback.

The Duke Tankmen took the
opening medley relay and the 220
yard free style event to go on to
defeat Clemson
48-37 here last
Monday afternoon.
Duke is one of the faster and
more experienced teams that the
Bengals have been up against this
season Clemson took only three
first places. Marvin O'Donnell captured a first in the 60 yard free
style, Bob Petty emerged victorious in the diving and Alan Elmore,
Marvin O'Donnell, Mike Jenkins
and Dave Cannon took the closing 400 yard relay by turning in
a fast time of 3:57.3.
Alan Elmore got a second place
in the 220 yard free style event
and a third place in the 440 yd
free style running his point total
to 83 to wind up the regularly
scheduled meets.
Clemson's first three teams are
now composed of 13 seniors, seven
juniors and 13 sophomores. Broken
down by teams the first unit has
eight seniors, three juniors and no
sophomores, the second is 3-3-5;
and the third is 2-1-8.

unit. This team is tall and well
balanced and should take home
the championship, but anything
can happen as evidenced by Maryland's win over the Tarheels.
The N. C. State Wolfpack,
winners of the first three ACC
tournaments, will probably be
the biggest threat to the Tarheels. The Pack will be on their
home court in Reynolds Coliseum, and the home court advantage is sometimes the difference in a close game.
John Richter, 6-8 center, is
leading the scoring for State as
well as in the ACC with a 19 points
per game average. The Wolfpack's fine guards, Little Lou

II Bet I Can Push You Out Of The Road

Football Team
Improves With
Each Practice

Experienced Duke
Tops Tig Tankmen

North Carolina seems to have
the regular season title all tucked away barring any upsets, N.
C. State has sewed up the no. 2
position, and South Carolina has
the cellar all to themselves.
North Carolina, who was no. 1
in the nation in both the AP and
UPI polls until their upset loss
to Maryland, will be the pre-tournament favorites. The Tarheels
are led by high scoring York Larese, one of the finest guards in the
country. Lee Shaffer, who at 6-7
is the biggest forward in the ACC,
will start opposite Larese.
Harvey Salz and Doug Moe,
two boys from Brooklyn, N. Y.,
will be the backcourt men in
Coach Frank McGuire's starting

The Clemson Tigers opened their spring football
drills last week and are now going all out in
preparation for the annual Block "C" benefit

game that will mark the end of spring training.
(Tiger sports photo by Alex McCormack).

Tig Bas ebalBers Look
Forwarc1 To Fine Season
By JOE DEMPSEY
Tiger Sports Writer
Clemson's baseballers are practicing hard with high hopes of repeating the brilliant performance
of the 1958 nine. The 1958 team
won the ACC title and the NCAA
District Three Championship and
participated in the College world
series at Omaha, Nebraska.
Coach Bill Wilhelm said this
of his team's chances, "I have
predicted that we will win 15 or
JO of our 23 games on schedule,
and I believe it will be the higher number if we can find a good
shortstop."
Bud Spiers' graduation left a

George Krajack
Leads Scoring
The 1958-59 basketball statistics
show the Tiger team to have a total team score of 1296 points, making 505-1380 attempts from the
floor and 286-420 tries from the
free throw line, for a team average
of 56.3 points per game.

George Krajack of McKeesport, Pa. captured the individual
scoring honors with a total of
297 points, sinking 117-281 attempts from the floor and 63-89
tries from the free throw line.
Krajack ends the season with an
i average of 12.4 points per game.
Krajack is followed by Doug
Hoffman of Gastonia, N. C. who
sank 92-265 field goal tries and
dumped 69-100 free throws, yielding a final average of 11.1 points
per game.
The Tiger opponents ended up
with more impressive statistics
than did Clemson. The foes averaged 63.5 points per game, making
534-1449 field goals and 386-530
free throws.
Walt Gibbons of McKeesport,
Pa. scored 150 points for an average of 6.7 points per game; Bill
Warren of Horning, Pa. scored
147 points for an average of 9.8
points per game; Don Carver of
Elkins, W. Va. hit for 207 points,
averaging 9.4 points per game.
The Tigers wind up the season
with an ACC record of five wins
against nine losses and an overall
record of eight victories and 15
set backs.

L C Martin Drug Company
it Soda Fountain

gaping hole in the Tig infield at j home game on Mar. 26 against
shortstop, and Zack Burnette, Massachusetts.
regular second base-man last year,
The Tigers new field is hoped
may be moved over to plug the Co be finished in time for their
gap. Bobby Norris, a boy who opener. The field has been rereally came through during the j sodded and replanted and will
playoffs last year, will probably be one of the best diamonds in
be the new second sacker if Zack the south.
is moved.
Last year's team had its share
of stars like Harold Stowe, Bud
(Continued from Page 1)
Spiers, and Bailey Hendley, but it
was the overall team hustle that ply with this statute art subject
seemed to pull the Tigers through. to disciplinary action by Senior
Coach Wilhelm says that his boys Council."
this year seem to have that same
Resolution concerning removal
calibre of hustle.
of student assembly members:
Repeating as ACC champs will "Any person who misses three
not be easy because many of the meetings of student assembly shall
teams have improved along with be relieved of his duty. It shall be
Clemson. The North Carolina up to the secretary to excuse memTarheels are expected to furnish bers from meetings if they have
the Tigers plenty of opposition a valid excuse.
"A valid excuse shall be termed
because they have most of their
team returning from last year. only those incidents in which a
It was this same Tarheel team student is off campus or on quarwhich Clemson defeated 4-1 in a ters. A student who feels he has
playoff to decide the ACC cham- a valid reason other than the
pionship last year after both above, may present his reason to
teams finished the season with the assembly and with a simple
majority approval by the assembly,
11-2 records.
the reason may be accepted."
Wayne Young, the brilliant
Put Into Effect
moundsman of the Tars, is returnBoth
of
the resolutions were put
ing for his last year and he should
into effect last Wednesday and are
be even better. Coach Wilhelm
now part of Student Regulations.
said of North Carolina, "They
Student Assembly met with
have more ballplayers than I have
here, but I believe my boys are a members of the school parking
little better. I expect the con- committee to discuss the problems
ference race to be a two team fight of student parking yesterday. The
between U. N. C. and Clemson." results of this meeting could not
be gotten in time for publication
Many teams in the ACC have
in this week's issue of The Tiger.
probably been helped by sophomores, but it is hard to tell at this
point just how much. Wake Forest
has three sophomore pitchers,
and should they all be good, the
Deacs could be tough. Duke, in
COLLEGE AVENUE
Bert Lattimore has a big football
Phone 2011
player who can really throw hard.
The Tigers will face their strongThurs. Fri. & Sat. Feb. 26-28
est outside foes in the history of
the school when they meet such
You Haven't Really Laughed
powers as Georgia, The Citadel,
Until You've Seen
and University of Massachusetts.
Clemson will open the season on
Mar. 23 in Charleston against The
Citadel, and will play their first

STUDENT

CLEMSON THEATRE

"AUNTIE
MAME"

Formal Wear
For Rent
For Your
Dance
Week-End
NEW ARRIVALS
Suits
Sport Shirts
Shoes — Socks
T-Shirts — Ties

it School Supplies
* Candy and Stationery

MEM*

SHOP

Clemson-Seneca

In Color
—STARRING—
ROSALIND RUSSELL
Mon. & Tues.—Mar. 2-3
BURL IVES
GYPSY ROSE LEE

"WIND
ACROSS THE
EVERGLADES /#

Pucillo and Dan Englehardt, can
match the backcourt men on any
team in the country.
The starting forwards will be
George Stepanovich and Bob MacGillivray; these two are good, but
it is at forward that the Tarheels
appear to have the edge on the
Pack.
Maryland, last years tournament winners, will be considered the darkhorse of the tournament this year. The Terps
proved they are dangerous when
they whipped North Carolina 69
to 51, and Coach Milikln says he
thinks his boys can repeat as
champions if the victory over the
Tarheels gave them the confidence they have lacked.

The Terps have such fine players as Al Bunge, Charles McNeil,
Gene Danko, Jim Halleck and Bill
Murphy.
Duke, primarily a sophomore
team, may be more trouble in the
tournament than most people
think. The Blue Devils have Carrol Younekin, Howard Hurt and
John Frye, all sophomores, in their
starting lineup.
These sophomores have been improving and should they get fired
up they could be tough. Other
Duke starters will be George Barrett and Jerry Robertson.
The Clemson Tigers, the most
hot and cold team in the ACC,
may spring some surprises in the
tournament. Coach Maravich's

boys finished strong in the ACC
with victories in their last two
games and earlier in the season
they gave N. C. State a real scare
before losing 56 to 54.
Clemson has the ability to upset one of the leaders if players
like Dutch Shample, George and
Ed Krajack, Doug Hoffman,
Walt Gibbons, Don Carver and
Bill Warren ptay up to their potentiality.
Virginia's Cavaliers will be led
by Paul Adkins, a high scoring
backcourt ace, and Herb Busch,
the biggest center in the ACC. The
Cavaliers are not considered as a
possible tourney winner, but they
could surprise.

The Wake Forest Deacons hav«
a hustling team and even though
they are not likely tournament
winners, they could be important
in deciding second round opponents. The Deacs have big Dave
Budd, a center with an 18 point
per game scoring average, and
other headliners such as Charlit
Forte and Olin Broadway.
South Carolina's Gamecocks ar«
perhaps the best last place team
in the history of the ACC, and they
will not be a pushover to anyone.
The Birds have three fine player*
in Ray Pericola, Walt Hudson,
and Mike Callahan. The ACC
tournament always has its upset*
and thrills and this year promise*
to be no exception.

Fine Recruiting On Part Of Coach
Maravich Lands Tigs' Walt Gibbons
By BOB BURNS
Tiger Assistant Sports Editor
It was the University of Arizona's loss and Clemson's gain when
big Walt Gibbons decided to come
to Tigertown. A bit of fine recruiting on the part of Coach Press
Maravich brought the 6-7 center
to Clemson early in 1959.
Wally, one of his many knicknames from his teammates, had
sighed for a scholarship with Arizona. However, Maravich, about
to assume his first year as a college basketball coach resorted to
some recruiting of his own. Wally
was not a complete stranger to
the coach, having played against
him in the state high school tournament.

Midway in the present season
Wally began to turn in his best
performances and has continued
to do so as the season progresses.
His added height has made him
one of the top rebounders on the
team and his pivot and side shots
are deadly.

Maravich came to see Gibbons
at his home in McKeesport, Pa.;
it was the first time Wally had
ever met the coach personally
and he was certainly impressed.
Finding out that two of his former high school teammates,
Dutch Shample and George Krajack, were coming to Clemson
and due to the fact that the
South posed a new and interesting place to him, Gibbons joined the Tigers.

Gets Rebounds

play on a pro team. Presently
Walt is studying Education and
hopes to become a teacher.
As for his views on the present
season Wally said, "With a few
more breaks we would have won
several more games. Our overall
record might not seem impressive
Wally's best game of the year but our conference standing (5-9)
came against South Carolina. is the best we have had yet.
"We are improving with each
Although failing to score in the
first half, he tallied some 30 season and should have a good
points in the final twenty minu- chance in the future. Next year
tes to get the most points in a with a few freshmen coming up we
single game by a Tig player this should be much stronger. There
are a great bunch of boys on our
season.
team and the coach is one of the
As for his future in basketball, finest in the country.
Walt has one more year with the
"I would like to tha*k the stuTigers after which he might try to
dents for the backing given to us
*•••**•**
this season, it was really great.
The spirit here at Clemson is
second to none. Whether we
won or lost the students were always behind us.
"Next year we are hoping to play
more games at home. The present
season included only 7 of 23. Playing away from home always gives
the other team a definite advantage."
As for the conference tourna-

FOR

Walt got off to an early start in
basketball, gathering interest in
the sport while he was still in
grammar school. While at McKeesport High he played a key part
in two of the schools most successful seasons.
Since coming to Clemson, "Gibby" has been an important member on the Tiger five. He broke
into the starting lineup as a sophomore and has seen little time on
the bench since.

THE

ment slated for next week, Gibbons claims, "Anybody can win;
a lot depends on who plays first.
The ACC is the best conference
in the nation, teamwise, from top
to bottom. On a given day any
team could upset the applecart
and we're certainly going up then*
to do our best."

YMCA
(Continued from Page 1)
more, Joe Eaddy and Frank
Sutherland.
Eight Adults Nominated
Eight men have been nominated
for the five positions on the Advisory Board: Dr. Hugh Macauley,
Walter Cox, Kenneth Vickery, Dr.
G. K. Aull, W. A. King, the Rev.
Ben Hudnall, Joe Lindsay and Dr.
George Bair.
The members will also vote for
or against certain proposed amend*
ments to the constitution of th«
Clemson College Y.M.C.A. at thi»
meeting. These amendments deal
primarily with qualifications for
membership on the Advisory
Board, fees for membership and
committees of the student organization.

BEST

* CHARCOAL STEAKS
* CLEMSON SPECIAL STEAKS
* SEAFOOD
* COUNTRY HAM

KLUTTZ STEAK HOUSE
805 S. Main St.

Anderson, S. C.

WALT GIBBONS

CTOK*
HOOP F*

English: DRIVE-IN MOVIE ON A RAINY NIGHT
Eng ish

Thinklish translation: This drive-in's main
feature: pictures matched to the weather. In
January, it's Snow White; in July, Hot Spell.
When it pours, of course, the program is all wet:
Singing in the Rain, Hatful of Rain and Raintree County. On such nights, the
only (Thinklish) word for this
place is damphitheater! Better
turn on your windshield wipers,
light up a Lucky, and enjoy the
honest taste of fine tobacco.
Then It's Always Fair Weather!

-|
1

Wnklish: SPINSTITUTION
CHARLES HUSIS0. U. Of C91ORA09

MAKE *25

lift S°DA-FOUNTA/N BOSS

Start talking our language—we've got
hundreds of checks just itching to go!
We're paying $25 each for the Thinklish
words judged best! Thinklish is easy: it's
new words from two words—like those on
this page. Send yours to Lucky Strike,
Box 67A, Mt. Vernon, N. Y. Enclose your
name, address, college and class.

Get the genuine article

Get the honest taste
of a LUCKY STRIKE
English: SEASICK MAYFLOWER PASSENGER

Wmklhh: SCOOPERVISOR
i

•"*

English

S05

HURLEY. NC«T"S*5H«>».

DOZING WRAITH

English : LOUD-MOUTHED APE

In Color
Wed. & Thurs. — Mar. 4-5
JAMES CAGNEY
SHIRLEY JONES

"NEVER STEAL
ANYTHING
SMALL"
IN COLOR & SCOPE

:NftPPARlT10N

Thinklish: BLABOON
ThinkUsh: ILLGRIM

teRUCE-CHA-V,--^

JIM LEWIS, u. OF N. CAROLINA
8. TQOHEt. LOYOLA COLLEGE.

><. r.««.

frodutt of

<7V

•** (J<wz&&ri$ our middle mite.
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Basketeers Down Wake Forest Freshman Basketeers Score
Krajack Plays Key
Role In Outcome

•

*

******

Dutch Shoots For Two While Doug Stops Two

Flashy George Krajack, turning
in his best performance of the season, led Clemson's basketeers to
a hard fought and well deserved
58-51 victory over Wake Forest
By RICHARD SHICK
here Monday night.
Tiger Sports Editor
The victory boosted the Tigs conference record to 5-8 and virtually
Who Will Finish Where?
assured them of the fifth place
The Atlantic Coast Conference is perhaps the most standing, their highest position
undecided conference in the nation this year. At this since the formation of the conference.
point in the season almost every conference has decided
Krajack, tallying 25 points and
upon at least their first three positions for their respecleading both teams in rebounds,
tive upcoming tournaments—all that is except the ACC. kept the Bengals in the nip and
Going along with the statistical experts, who
know as much about who is going to win a game as
the weatherman knows about predicting the weather, the ACC should find North Carolina finishing first
with a 13-1 record, North Carolina State in second with
a 12-2 record, Maryland and Duke in a tie for third
with 7-7 seasons, Clemson, Wake Forest and Virginia
in a three-way tie for fifth with 5-9 records and South
Carolina bringing up the rear with a 2-12 season.
Should this arrangement occur, only one first round
pairing will be set with the other three opening round
games being decided by the passing of a hat for positions.
From the present outlook only one position is virtually assured—that being the cellar to the Gamecocks.
They would have to win their remaining two games with
Maryland and Virginia to move up into possibly a seventh
place tie. The odds that they will do such is even lowered by the fact that they must play both of these games
away from Columbia.
There could only be one change in the number one
and two spots as the North Carolinians have those sewed
up; i.e., all except the order. At the present time UNC
is leading the Pack with an 11-1 record but must still play
Virginia and Duke yet before the tournament.
Should they lose one of these games they will fall
back into a two-way tie wtih State for first; and, if
they lose both, the Tars will drop behind the Wolfpack who have finished their season with a 12-2 record.
At the present Duke is in third place with a 7-6 record and Maryland in fourth with a 6-7 season's mark.
Duke plays only UNC this weekend and a loss coupled
with a Maryland victory over USC, thir only remaining
game, would throw the two into a third place tie.
Duke, not picked by many to wind up in the first
division due to the fact that they lost four of their starting regular season champion five, has become one of the
strongest teams in the conference, despite the fact that
they have four sophomores on their starting five. They
could very easily hand the Tar Heels their second weekend defeat in a row and assure themselves of third place.
In the fifth place spot at the present are Clemson
and Wake Forest who have completed their seasons
with 5-9 records. The only change in this position
would be brought about by the fact that Virginia
could move into a tie with the two by virtue of one
win and move ahead of the two with a double victory.
The probability of a tie is almost certain because the
Cavaliers are expected to defeat South Carolina and
lose to UNC—thus finishing with a 5-9 season.
Of course all of this is supposition, and there is a
good possibility that any of these games could go the other way. But no matter how the "ball bounces" the ACC
is one of the most well-balanced leagues in the nation
as there is a fight for every position—except perhaps
last, and that one is not even a certainty yet.

Intramural Leaders Remain Undefeated
Intramural activities last week
saw little change in the standings
since all of the eight league leaders remained undefeated. With
only one more week remaining
in the intramural basketball
schedule, winners in each league
have almost been decided. Next
Thursday night after the last
game on the schedule is played,
pairings will be drawn matching
up the winners in each league
for the intramural championship.
Despite two forfeits last
week, eleven games were played. The Kings the front trumning team in League 2 squeezed

loblolly Pine Being
Planted Currently
On College Lands
Clemson College lands are currently being planted with 50,000
trees, according to Marlin H. Bruner, college forester. Most of these
trees are lobolly pine.
The number of trees being
planted continues at a decreased
rate. "We don't want to plant
ourselves out of planting areas,"
explained Prof. Bruner.
In addition to the need of preserving specific sites for student
activities in forestry, seedlings are
increasingly difficult to obtain at
present.
Actual planting is preceeded by
preparation of sites, said Prof.
Bruner. A common problem in old
field planting is competition from
lespedeza, a pasture legume, for
soil moisture during the mid-summer and early fall periods.
Other fields are heavily infested
with kudzu, a vine introduced
here from China, and Japanese
honey-suckle, according to Prof.
Bruner. He further stated that
forest research in the control of
honey-suckle is currently being
conducted at Clemson.
Clemson's planting crew for the
past 10 years has been comprised
of Charles D. Seaborn, Thomas
McAnulty and Clarence Smith, all
of Six Mile.

out a close victory over an
improving band company by a
score of 36-34. In League 3,
Chester County thoroughly defeated Nu Epsilon to remain on
top in their league.
The Black Knights downed
C.S.R.A. 43-39 to remain in the
lead in the fourth league, while
the Ramblers humbled the Freshmen 36-33 to retain their stand
ing in league 5. E-D 4 completely
had a field night against the
Ellie's Elite, the faculty team, by
a score of 62-22 to hold their lead
in league 6.
C-7, the Bandits and the
Impalas leaders in league one,
seven and eight respectively
were idle last week.
In the other intramural sports
now being played, Lou Gordileone won the opening match of
the . roundball tournament., Bill
Magann and Gerald Kaney need
to win only two more matches
in the pocket billiards tournament to sew up a championship.
Mike Glenn continues to pace
the table tennis tournament and
also needs only two more victories for the championship.

FRED
(Continued from Page 3)
has been shanghaied by the Legion for ransom.
Due to his brilliant military
mind, Tweed's life is not thought
to be in danger. He might have
been taken to the South Seas to
consult with Legion officials about
an objective. Could this mean an
end to the fabulous Tweed?

tuck affair which saw the score
change hands over a dozen
times. Wake jumped off to a
good start with the opening buzzer and after five minutes held
their longest lead of the game,
13-7.

The Tigs most successful freeze
in many games was an underlying
factor in the final outcome. With
a two point lead and some four
minutes remaining in the tussle,
Clemson settled down to a ball
control stagedy.
As a result the Wake defense
opened up only to be crushed by
layups and foul shooting. A now
desperate Deacon team muffled
their chances in the final moments
and became seven point losers.
Ed Krajack, Doug Hoffman and
Walt Gibbons were also good performers in the ACC tilt. Hoffman
hit some nine, points in his last
home appearance on" a Tig basketball court. Wake was led by
their temperamental center Dave
Budd who collected 18 points.
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Switch -Prom Hots to
Snow Fresh Filter- KODL

LEES
Amoco
Service
Station

Planning A Picnic Next Weekend?
LET US MAKE YOUR BOX LUNCHES

HOLLY HILL INN
Only 2 Minutes Away

Dutch Shample (43, left photo), Clemson's ballhawking junior guard, drives past a Wake Forest Deacon for a lay-in and two points and
Clemson went on to defeat Wake 58-51. Dutch
ended up scoring 10 points f»r the evening,
which was second only to a fine 25 point scoring effort by George Krajack for Clemson.
With this victory Clemson moved into fifth place

The Clemson Tigerettes scored
their first win, 39-38, in a tight,
well played game against the Anderson YMCA girls team Tuesday night.
The Tigerettes went into the
contest with only two substitutes on the traveling squad;
they went into the final 55 seconds one girl short and finished
missing two players due to fouls.
The Tigerettes were leading
39-38 as the buzzer ending the
game sounded; a Tigerette had
committed a foul and the foes
had a chance to tie the ball
game. Fortunately the Anderson girl missed the free throw
and the Tigerettes won.
Leading the scoring effort for J. S. BACH, songwriter, says: "Wildthe Clemson girls was Sara root makes your hair look cool, man?
Dukes with 16, followed by Sybil
Evatt with 15.
The Tigerettes will again tanJust a little bit
gle with the girls from the AnotWildcoot F^'if' ftj,
derson YMCA. here in the field
and...WOWr
house Thursday night at 7.

in the conference. Deacon Olin Broadway (35)
stands by watching the action. In the righthand photo Clemson's Doug Hoffman (51) goes
up against Gamecock Dickie Prater (33) to try
to come down with the loose ball. Clemson won
the game in overtime by a mere two points.
(Tiger sports photo by Alex McCormack).

Tigers Rally In Overtime
To Beat Determined Birds
The Clemson Tigers boosted
their conference record to 4-8, the.
best of any Tiger team since the
ACC was formed in. 1953, when
they bested the Carolina Gamecocks in overtime 58-56.
Earle Maxwell hit a long onehander with eight seconds remaining which proved to be the winning
points after a last second shot by
the Roosters went astray.
Earlier in the overtime Don Carver hit on a long shot to remove
some of the pressure from the
Tigers. They began to successfully
freeze the ball with the score tied

Clemson's Cubs toyed with the
Biddies of Carolina for thirty minutes before they began to pull
away for a 78-66 victory to boost
their season record to 18 wins
and only 3 losses.
The Cubs jumped to a quick
lead but Carolina came back to
knot the score at 18 all and lead
35-31 at half time.
The scoring was evenly divided
with four players hitting in the
double figures. Choppy Patterson
was higrh with 20 with Mahaffey
and Belan close behind with 18
and 16 respectively.

56 all and wait for that last shot
which they hoped would be good
and was. This same attempt had
been unsuccessful in the regulation
game as Doug Hoffman's shot as
the buzzer sounded rolled in and
out. The game was tied 21 times
including the deadlock at the end
of regulation play.
Neither team was able to gain
more than a 4-point lead during
the entire game.
The Tigers scored first on a
field goal by Dutch Shample and
the battle was on. The score was
tied 12-12 after ten minutes and the
score at the half was 24-23 in favor
of the Tigers.
The Tigers were slightly more
accurate than Carolina on their
field goal shooting with neither
team doing any fabulous shooting. They hit on 37 per cent while
the Gamecocks hit only 33 per
cent. Dutch Shample and Walt
Gibbons led the scoring with 12
points each with Doug Hoffman
tallying 10.
By beating the Gamecocks, the
Tigers avenged an earlier home
court loss and also gave them a
2-1 edge in games played this
year.
During halftime of the regionally televised game, Norman Welborn, president of Blue Key, presented the Blue Key Cup to King

KDL KROSSWORD
ACROSS
1. Delaying
actions, in
the paddock?
7. Titled Turks
13. Kools refresh
your
:_ ,
14. Traffic in
exchange
students
15. A sitting duck
for Drake
* 16. Niftier
. 17. Jumbo car pool
18. Guys without
gals
20. Pride of the
pregnant perch
21. Crossword bird
22. Suns
23. Tongue-lashings
26. Un-oomphy
horse
27. Kipling poem
29. Confronter
33.
Kool your
steady smoke
36. On the
.
38. Part of a
church
39. Europe in
. World War II
40. Kind of berry
blonde
42. Make the crew
43. Selection
45. Russet, gas
or Mickey
47. Hot underplace
48. Nook, not
necessarily for
necking
49. They're not
liabilities
60. Pelted

DOWN
1. Wild guess
2. Kind of way
on the road
3. Weapons used
in smooching
4. Mauna
6. They're madt
for lasses
6. Ohio, Penn
or Michigan
7. Kool's Willie
8. Heave-hoes
a steady
9. Saratoga, for
instance
10. Jalopy's
successor ■
11. Small space
in a plant
12. Extra attention
19. Small amount
22. French novelist
24. British fly-boys
25. World's most
thoroughly
tested
(pi.)
28. Remote
30. Buy Kools
by the
.
31. Come about
gradually
32. Clear the
lawn again
33. Pilgrimage
place
84. One of Dumas'
Big Three
35. Refreshingest
cigarettes made
37. Kind of boy
40. Cry of
aelurophobea
41. Handle for
Whitman
44. French island
46. Corporal or
sergeant (abbr.)

Dixon and Alex Hawkins of the
Gamecocks as a token , of their
Big Thursday victory.
The Carolina band rendered several selections including their version of "Tiger Rag" which sounded good to the few Tiger supporters that were present for the
game.

E-D-4 Crushes
Anderson YMCA

The Men Who Are Building The

ATOMIC CARRIER
may have a

JOB FOR YOU!

Sections E&D-4 crushed the
Anderson YMCA Boy's team 8243 in a fast moving game in the
second of a double header staged
at Anderson Tuesday. The first
game featured the Tigerettes
against the Anderson girls.
Professor Edel arranged for the
team to play after a request from
the Anderson team. The two
teams will meet again in Clemson on Mar. 3.
ED-4 is presently undefeated in intramural competition
and poses to be on of the best
teams in the leagues. Their
record stands at 4-0, not including the victory over Anderson.
Leading the scoring for the
winners was Howard Johnston
with 18 points. Tyrone Cline held
a close second with 17 followed
by David Sprouse with 14 points.

No. 15

ENGINEERS
Unusual Opportunities
to Participate in HistoryMaking Events!
For design and building of Nuclear Warships,
Commercial Vessels and other diversified work
at Newport News including Water Power and
other heavy industrial equipment.
Enjoy pleasant working conditions and generous
Employee Benefits in one of the world's largest commercial shipyards.
Enjoy the suburban-type rife of the historic Virginia
Peninsula. Mild winters for year-round sports and
outdoor life. Recreational activities include boating,
hunting, fishing and beaches.
A wide variety of positions available, including the
following categories:
NUCLEAR... STRUCTURAL STEEL... ELECTRONICS...
HYDRAULIC... MACHINERY... PIPING... ELECTRICAL.^
AIR-CONDITIONING... TECHNICAL... STAFF TRAINING

• As cool and clean as a hreath of fresh air.^
« Finest leaf tobacco.+*mild refreshing menthol —
and the -world's most thoroughly tested filter!
• With every puff your mouth feels dean^
your throat refreshed!

OmojfiQok Motf 12bfieshing Qgardfe
...ALSO REGULAR SIZE KOOL WITHOUT FILTER!^

ON THE CLEMSON CLOVERLEAF

their exceptional accuracy and
pulled away to a 57-20 lead as tbt
intermission began.
Coach Robertson cleared th«
Tiger bench to begin the second
half. Spartanburg was never a
real threat throughout the rest of
the contest as Choppy Patterson
and Bob Benson dribbled into
their secondary for numerous layins.
Clemson finished five men In
the double figures. Leading the
scoring was Choppy Patterson
with 30, followed by Bob Benson with 28, Tom Mahaffey with
18, Speight Bird with 16, and
Joe Belan with 10.
The final team average for the
game was 24 out of 44 attempt*
for 63 per cent from the floor.
The Tigers shot 77.9 percent from
the foul line as they sunk 17 out
of 22 tries.

GetWILDROOT
CREAM-OIL Charlie!

Tiger Swimmers
Top Wake Forest
In Easy Match
Clemson Frosh
The Clemson swimmers took the
opening medley relay and went on Down Biddies
to defeat a surprised and undermanned Wake Forest group who
took only two first places — 60-26.
The Tiger tankmen were fast and
effective, letting the Deamon Deacons take first places only in the
60 and 440 yard free styles.
Alan Elmore, the team's high
scorer, turned in a fast 2:26.5 to
take the lead position in the 200
yard free style event. Elmore also finished second in the 440 yard
free style. He now has an accumulative total of 77 points for the
season.
Others to finish in the number
one slot were: Waldo Finey in
driving, Eric Philpot in the 200
yard butter fly, Marvin O'Donnell
in the 100 yard free style. Calvin
O'Donnell in the 200 yard back
stroke and Willie Nichels in the
200 yard breast stroke.

By KEN SKEWS
Coach Bobby Robertson and his
Baby Bengals staged a three ring
circus featuring a pair of high
scoring guards, Choppy Patterson
and Bob Benson, in the center
ring as they totally destroyed the
Spartanburg Junior College five.
The Little Tigers took possession
of the lead in the early moments
of the game and remained ahead
to win 103-59.
In the initial period Clemson
missed very few shots hitting
a remarkable
54.6 per cent
from the floor. Most of the
scores came on steals and fast
breaks as the Tigers couldn't be
held back.
They
kept
shooting
with

Tig ere ties Down
Anderson Girls
In Close Contest

Clemson rallied back on goals
by Krajack and Dutch Shample
to tie the affair and eventually go
ahead. Both teams settled down to
cautious and consistant tactics
which produced one of the most
interesting games of the season.
Halftime ended with the Tigs
head 30-27.
The second half opened with the
Deacons once again getting the
jump as they move* to a 36-34
lead. Like a Tiger at bay, Clemson, pounced back, this time for
keeps as the Deacs were able to
tie the score only once thereafter.
As a team effort, the game
was one of the best of the season. Earle Maxwell played an
important part in the final outcome with an excellent relief
job. Shample, second high for
the Bengals with ten points,
showed fans some of the best
ball handling of the year.

Easy Victory Over Spartans

* ** ** * * ** * * * ******

C1850, Brown A Williamson Tobacco Corp- /

INTERVIEWS
AT PLACEMENT OFFICE ON MARCH 4

NEWPORT NEWS SHIPBUILDING
AND DRY DOCK COMPANY
Newport News, Virginia
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Minneapolis Symphony To Appear Mar. 9

Campus Events*

Tiger Brotherhood Gets Etiquette Talks
SOPHOMORE COUNCIL
TO HOLD DROP-IN
The Sophomore Y Council will
have a drop-in for all YMCA
Council and Cabinet members
during Saturday night of the MidWinter dance weekend. All Council and Cabinet members are invited to attend.

THETA TAU KAPPA
HOLDS LUNCHEON
Theta Tau Kappa, the coed
organization, held a luncheon in
the dining hall and a meeting in
the Visitor's Lounge Friday, Feb.
13.
Presenting Mrs. Vance Loy a
gift, the club expressed appreciation to her for serving as faculty
advisor since the end of last year.
Mrs. Loy is leaving with her family
to reside near Fort Bragg where
her husband will be serving in the
Army.
Mrs. R. F. Poole, who is nowassisting the college in Public Relations, consented to be Theta Tau
Kappa's new advisor.
. On Monday, the club sold cookies
end candy at a Bake Sale in the
dining hall. The girls plan to
have more bake sales and parties to make money for the club's
Taps picture.

NEWMAN CLUB PLANS
SOCIAL
Colonel Martin, first president
of the Newman Club at Georgia
Tech, spoke to the Clemson Newman Club at a meeting on Wednesday, Feb. 17. Colonel Martin discussed his trip to Russia with the
help of slides.
A social with the University of
South Carolina Newman Club is
planned for this coming month.
The Regional Newman Club Convention is going to be held in Charleston on March 6, 7, 8.
All members are urged to attend
the meeting next Wednesday at
6:15 p.m.

tion majors with that of other maj experience as hostess to state and
ors. Also, plans for the field trip national dignitaries.
Noting how beneficial the talks
will be made.
are, Bob hopes that the other clubs
IM AUXILIARY ENTERTALNS take advantage of the opportunity
Industrial Management Auxili- to draw from Mrs. Poole's exary held a covered dish supper at perience.
the Episcopal Church social room
Mrs. Poole is available at any
Feb. 19 at 7:30 p.m. They had as time to discuss student problems.
guests professors in the Industrial She will give her second lecture to
Management department and their the Tiger Brotherhood next week.
wives, and husbands of auxiliary
HORTICULTURE CLUB
members.
PREPARES JAM
Dr. W. D. Trevillian, head of
The Clemson Horticulture Club,
Industrial Management, was guest
a student chapter of the collegiate
speaker.
branch of the American Society
Next meeting of the auxiliary for Horticultural Science, held a
will be March 5 at 8:00 p.m.
"jam session" recently.
The ingredients were purchased
BROTHERHOOD HEARS MRS.
by the club from the horticulture
POOLE
department as research by-proMrs. R. F. Poole gave the first ducts and surplus. Small crews
of several talks on etiquette to the were organized for specific jobs to
Tiger Brotherhood last Tuesday. expedite the process.
J. M. Howard, president of the
According to Bob Erwin, brotherhood president, the talks were Horticulture Club, stated that
highly interesting and enlighten- about 60 cases of jam and jelly
ing. He said that Mrs. Poole pre- were packaged, a promise of about
sented the talk in a delightful $150 in profits for the club activimanner drawn from her years of ties.

PRESBYTERIAN STUDENTS
TO ATTEND CONVENTION

Here And There

be Dr. C. E. Littlejohn, head of
the Chemical Engineering Dept.,
who will discuss Science and Religion.
YMCA TO HAVE
BUSINESS MEETING
The annual business meeting of
the YMCA will be held at Vespers
on Sunday at 6 p.m. in the YMCA.
All members are urged to be present for election of next year's
officers.

CANTERBURY CLUB
DISCUSSES COMMANDMENTS
John Porcher, a Clemson Canterburian, presented the program
last Wednesday at Canterbury's
regular meeting. John took up
the First Commandment and presented his view on it to the group
which then discussed the merits
of his evaluation.
At next Wednesday's meeting
Sammy Seastrunk, another fellow
Canterburian, will follow the same
procedure in presenting the Second Commandment.
Tonight Clemson Canterbury
will begin what is expected to become an annual dance. The group
has invited all Clemson coeds to
be their guests at an informal
dance to take place tonight at 8
p.m. All Episcopal students are
cordially invited to attend.
Plans for Vacation Church
School, a state Canterbury project
being directed by Clemson Canterbury this year, have been discussed by members of our association and arrangements are being made for the conference to be
held at Clemson on March 21 and
22.
WESLEY FOUNDATION
HAS DEPUTATION
Bill Hunter, M. D. spoke before
the Wesley Foundation on Wednesday, Feb. 25. The following Saturday and Sunday a deputation from
Wesleyan College, Macon, Ga.
visited Clemson and took charge
of the Sunday School Service Sunday morning.
Next Wednesday the speaker will

The Westminister Fellowship of
the Synod of South Carolina will
hold its annual conference in
Spartanburg,
South
Carolina,
March 6, 7 and 8 in Spartanburg,
South Carolina. Registration will
begin at 3:00 March 6 in the First
Presbyterian Church.
Dr. Frank Price will be the main
speaker and Dr. Lawrence Stell
will lead the group in Bjble Study.
At the banquet Saturday night at
Wofford College, Dr. Fred V.
Poag will speak.
BLOCK AND BRIDLE MEETS
A regular meeting of the Block
and Bridle Club was held last
Tuesday night in the Food Industry Building.
A Hamburger supper was served
by the members of the losing side
in a membership drive.
After the supper Todd Arant
read the constitution and by-laws
to the club. Later the formal
initiation of new members took
place.
Following the initiation Dick
Neal, introduced the speaker for
the evening, Mr. L. M. Bauknight
of the Agricultural Economics department. Mr. Bauknight discussed the opportunities in the
field of agriculture.
FFA TO MEET
Future Farmers of America will
hold their monthly meeting on
Tuesday at 6 p.m. in Meeting Room
No. l of the Student Center.
Andy Cross and States McCarter will be featured in the program. They will speak on the relationship of the grade point ratio
of Vacational Agriculture Educa-

Letters To The Editor

Anderson Explains Column
Dear Sir:
Having been asked on numerous
occasions who were the. . . "three
gentlemen named above". . .(in
regard to my column which appeared in The Tiger Feb. 20: see
fourth column of article), I enter
this letter in hopes of clarifying
this matter for others who might
be interested.
The "three gentlemen" in question include Theodore Brameld, E.
Franklin Frazier and Gunnar Karl
Myrdal. Each member of this trio
is a psychologist of some reknown.
Their similarities do not end here,
however, as all three men were
cited by the Supreme Court in regard to the controversial decisions
(condemning racial segregation)
handed down during 1954-55. Each
of the men in question have also
allegedly been associated, directly
or indirectly, with Communist
causes in America.
Brameld is cited by Senator
Eastland, Chairman of the Senate
Judiciary Committee, as being. . .
"a member of no less than 10
organizations declared to Communistic, Communist-front or Communist dominated."
Frazier, according to reports

compiled and submitted by Senator Eastland, has amassed the following record: "The files of the
Committee on Un-American Activities of the United States House
of Representatives contain 18 citations of Frazier's connections with
Communist causes in the United
States."
As for Myrdal: Perhaps his
main writing is a large volume
discussing the plight of the American Negro. This work is entitled
An American Dilemma; on page
18 of said book, Myrdal writes that
the Constitution of the United
States is. . . "impractical and unsuited to modern conditions". . .
and its adoption was. . . "nearly
a plot against the common people."
Many of Myrdal's associates in
the presentation of this book have
been cited as being affiliated with
organizations that have been declared subversive by the Department of Justice under Democratic
and Republican Administrations.
It is hoped that this letter will
enlighten those who were wondering about the "three gentlemen".
Very sincerely yours,
Tom Anderson m, '59

Words To The Wise
By ART LINDLEY
Student Chaplain
Strangers With Wings
An elderly man and his wife
entered a small hotel in Philadelphia on a stormy night many
years ago. The couple were pretty well soaked and had no
baggage with them.
The man told the hotel clerk
that all the other hotels were
filled and wondered if there
might be room in this hotel. The
clerk told the man that there
were three conventions in town
and that there weren't any accommodations to be found.
The clerk could tell the couple
needed shelter, and he offered
the couple his room. The next
morning, as he paid his bill, the
elderly man said to the clerk,
"You are the kind of manager
who should be the boss of the
best hotel in America, and maybe
someday I will build you one."
The clerk laughed, and he
laughe'd again when after two
years had passed, he received a
round-trip ticket to New York,
and a request that he call upon
his guest of that rainy night.
In the city the elderly man
led the clerk to the corner of 5th
Ave. and 34th St. and pointed
to a vast new building. The
building was a palace of reddish
stone with turrets and watchtowers like a eastle from fairy-

land cleaving to the N. Y. sky.
The man said, "This is the ho<
tel I have just built for you to
manage. The young man, George
C. Boldt stood, fixed to the
ground. His benefactor was William Waldorf Astor; the hotel
was the most famous of its daythe Waldorf Astoria.
This story that I heard a long
time ago places emphasis on our
actions and deeds. We should
treat all strangers, who seek our
help, with kindness. Under their
ragged coats they may hide their
wings.
We should be kind to all peo
pie; yes, even the loudmouth
who sits beside us in class; the
beggar, whom we bypass; our
enemies, whom we despise or
even hate; to anyone who asks
our help.
He could easily be a messen
ger from on high, and his word
for us may be a calling or wise
words from our God. Yes, these
people may bear the true word
and if we shut them out, opportunity may never knock again.
My friend, you and I should
never turn anyone away; we
should open our hearts and let
God's love pour forth to all
around us. As we go about this
campus and into life's journey
may we strive to be helpful to
everyone. Remember, treat them
kindly.
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Weekend Highlighted
By Mixersjwo Donees f
By BARBARA ABLE
Tiger Feature Writer
Last weekend, rather unusually, Clemson was booming with activities for its students. Both President Russ
Campbell of the Numeral Society and President Gene
Hudson of the Horry County Club and their clubs should
be commended for their good work in providing dances
Friday and Saturday nights.
The Horry County Club held its mixer Friday night
at the Food Industries' Building to raise money for its
annual picture. A very nice gesture on the club's part was
to admit all Clemson coeds free of charge.
Some of the coeds and their dates attending were
Barbara Dillard and Ken Rogers, Lou Christenbury
and John Dunkleburg and Nancy Bonnette and Larry
Parkerson. Although coeds and other girls were present, had more girls been there, more boys would
have attended.
Music was provided by records, and Teddy Holt led
circles of boys and girls to get hesitant would-be dancers
into the swing of things.
Among those observed to be having a particularly enjoyable time were Pete Tucker, Liz Booker, Jimmy Wells,
Sammy Hardy, Kenneth Powell and Jim Rabon. The
club said that they hope to have another such affair this
semester; it certainly would be a good idea.

'Music.... Is Winning Thousands Of Converts'
Says Antal Dorati, Famous Symphony Director
"Music never hurt anybody, and it is winning thou- ization best fulfills its destiny if
sands of concerts constantly. Certainly, music is a great ^JJ^ff^S? fr0m
elevating and purifying force for humanity, but most of
Performed In 45 States
all, it is a source of pleasure and enjoyment."
Throughout the years the orThis statement was made by
Antal Dorati, director of the
Minneapolis Symphony Orchestra. The orchestra will perform
in the fourth presentation of the
Clemson Concert Series March 9.
Born In Budapest
Born in Budapest, Mr. Dorati
has devoted his entire life to
music, conducting symphony orchestras in the United States,
Mexico, Australia and Europe.
He was only 18 when he was named conductor of the Royal Opera
House of his native city.
His American debut as a symphonic conductor came in 1937
when he took over the National
Symphony of Washington for a
Beethoven concert.
Prior to his invitation to become premanent conductor of
the Minneapolis Orchestra in
1949, Mr. Dorati was conductor for the Ballet Russe de Monte Carlo, which appeared earlier this year in the College Concert Series.
The Minneapolis Symphony
Orchestra has its home on the
campus of the University of

Minnesota and presents approximately 40 concerts during the
home season and 70 when on tour,
The orchestra made its initial tour, a minor affair touching
only a couple of towns close to
Minneapolis, in 1906. Boris Sokoloff, manager of the orchestra,
feels that a great musical organ-

chestra has performed in 45
states of this country, some of
them many times, eight provinces
of Canada and in Cuba. It has

MRS. McTHING
(Continued from Page 1)
Jackie McGee will play the boy,
and the waiter Virgil is played
by Pete Bruce.
Play Gangsters
Don Benz, Jerry Walters and
Bob Washington play three gangsters, while the policemen are
portrayed by Larry Roof and
Gary Boggs. Mrs. Schellenbach is
played by Sue Dunkle, and Mimi
is Suzanne Bond.
Mrs. McThing was first presented by the American National
Theatre and Academy Play Series—1952 at the Martin Beck
Theatre, New York City, Feb.
20, 1952.

Disc O-Pation

Inimitable June Christy
Featured In Hit Album
By FRED HOOVER
Tiger Feature Writer
The inimitable June Christy has
once again scored high in the jazz
vorld. Her newest is "The Song
is June" conducted and arranged
by Pete Rugulo, who is himself a
musician of no mean talent.
There are ten bands, four jumps
and six ballads. We personally believe that June's greatest talent
iies in the realm of balladry and
these particular selections provide
no reason to change. In fact, all
of June's songs are of such quality
and have such a grace about them
that no amount of analysis could
enhance their appeal.

age to the feet of the master.
Selah.
Isaac Stern Featured
The New York Philharmonic,
featuring violin soloist Issac Stern
and under the direction of Leonard
Bernstein has recorded Bela Bartok's Concerto for Violin... This
concerto is of interest because of
the peculiar "arch form" employed to carry the theme material
from movement to movement.
The first movement presents the
prime theme and the prime tonality. The second movement begins
with simple • variations of the
theme and progresses through
more and more complicated variations until the halfway mark, when
it tapers off until it returns to the
first variation used.
The third movement is a return
Outstanding Songs Included
to the original theme and the oriTwo of these, however, are par- ginal tonality. This particular form
was little used until Bartok emticularly outstanding. The first is ployed it here and in several other
"Spring Can Really Hang You works.
Numeral Society Dance Held
The Numeral Society held its dance Saturday night Up the Most," a nostalgic item This concerto was petitioned for
and dedicated to Zoltan Szekely,
at the American Legion Hut in Anderson to the lively that is—via the words—sure to put one of the foremost violinists of
us looking for the Vernal Equinox.
music of the "Composers." The dance, well attended by
Bartok's era. He was primarily
The second, "Night Time Was responsible for the shaping of the
both members and non-members, was highly praised by
My Mother" has a poetical quality last movement inasmuch as he
all.
that June takes to good advantage. wanted it to be a showpiece for
The C. D. A., Taps staff, The Tiger staff, Pershing Rif- It is perhaps safe to say that when his technical talent.
Dept. of Miscelanea; Useless
les and Blue Key were other campus organizations repre- she sings the lyrics, ". . . music
sented at the dance by Phil Powell, Erwin Abell, David was my brother, singing very wise division: Number one on hit
parade, "Stagger Lee." Number
Poole, Ronnie Crow, Buck Deaton, Bill Hill, Ronnie Ellis, to me . . .," she summarizes the one on the hillbilly hit parade.
Jerry Ausband and others.
entire album in a line.
"Don't Take Your Guns to
Coeds from Clemson, Lander, Converse, Anderson "The Song is June," Capitol T Town."
College and U. S. C. were represented at this tremendous 1114. Incidentally, WSBF has this
and we—at the risk of incurring
affair.
the wrath of resident teenagers—
Group singing seems to have become quite popu- hope to hear more of it and less
of "Stagger Lee."
lar with Clemsonites lately, as was shown by Rhett
Hugh C. (Mac) McCord, a preBrubeck On Tour
Sanders, Sammy Seastruck and others, who retired to
med junior from Hodges, will be
Dave Brubeck is on tour again president of the Clemson Presbythe edge of the dance floor at the Friday night dance
and will be at the University of terian Student Association next
to do a bit of harmonizing with the records.
Georgia Mar. 4, which, as all men school year.
During the Saturday night dance Irwin Abel made his know, is the Wednesday before Other officers elected Wednesdebut as an original song stylist. The dance culminated Mid-Winter's. Arise, jazz lovers of day night include John O'Brien,
with Irwin ably leading the group, with Phil Powell's as- the world, and make your pilgrim- junior from Columbia, vice-president; Tom Edwards, junior from
sistance, in school songs.
Greenville secretary; Bradley
Brown, junior from Florence,
Although there seems to have been much entertaintreasurer; and Angus McGregor,
ment in Clemson last week end, still many of the Country!
sophomore from Hopkins, fellowGentlemen journeyed to the various girls' schools for
ship chairman.
One of Professor Bob Ware's
their weekend activities.
Dr. Harvey Hobson, professor
better
Entomology
students of chemistry, was elected faculty
Seen at Columbia College were Buzzy McKibben, Ed claims that "Among the great
advisor. The new officers will
Thomason and Bunny Loadholt, whereas Jimmy Young, epidemic killers have malaria, hold a planning and study reLevon Stanley and Kenneth Keaton made their way to typhoid, small pox, typhus, and treat April 18-19 and will begin
the bluebonnet plague."
work in September.
Winthrop for dates.
This year's officers are LarThis paragraph is lifted intact ry McKay, president; Joe Eaddy,
Converse Girls Favored
from a seminar paper on Iner- vice - president; Mac McCord
Many of the Clemson boys seem to favor Converse tia! Guidance submitted to Dr. treasurer; Phil Richardson, secgirls, as exemplified by the large group dating there last James Thurston, the big chief retary; Bradley Brown, fellowship chairman; and Dr. Hugh
Saturday. Among these were: Jim Scott, Tommy McTeer, of EE:
"As time passed, man con- Macauley, faculty advisor.
Monty Foster, Eric Philpott and Burnham Uhler.
tinually strived for knowledge
Bob Erwin, Sonny Powers, Bill Boswell and Happ and in doing so many things were
Carr also dated Converse girls, but took them to a private invented. One of them (a small
Rent Your Tuxedos
Soild fuel rocket) was invented
party at the Hilltop in Greenville.
by the Chinese before the birth
EARLY
Georgia attracted Ken Powers and Phillip Higdon to of Christ.
At that time man did not realtheir annual Military Ball, while Bill Mathis and Doug
For
ize the full significants of such
Cline visited the school earlier in the week.
a rocket. Only when Germany
MID-WINTER
Also Saturday night Limestone College held a
sent the V-2 hurdling the Engmixer which proved especially successful, because of
lish Channel did its full impact
FORMALS
hit the people."
the fine combo. Teddy Holt, Art Woodle, Buddy Put-

McCord Named
PSA President-

been estimated that it has played
to approximately 11 million people
outside of its home community.
Students will be admitted to
the concert, which is being held
in the fieldhouse, upon presentation of ID cards. The general
public must purchase ticket*.
General admission is $2, and reserved seats are $3.

Interview Schedule
Mar. 2-8
MONDAY
USN Bur. of Aero. Yards & Docks—Arch, and Engrs.
Hazeltine Electronics Divisions—EE and ME
United States Forest Service, USDA—Civil Engrs.
TUESDAY
Sou. Bell, W. Elec, Long Lines & Bell Labs—All Grad*.
American Standard Industrial Division—Engineers.
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation—Chem. & Engr«.
Deering Milliken Service Corporation—All Degrees.
WEDNESDAY
Sou. Bell, W. Elec, Long Lines & Bell Labs—All Grad».
Deering Milliken Service Corporation—All Degrees.
Northrop Aircraft Incorporated—CE, ME, EE, Phys.
N'port News Shipbuilding and Drydock Co.—EE and ME
Baltimore Co. Board of Education—Education.
THURSDAY
Sou. Bell, W. Elec, Long Lines & Bell Labs—All Gradi.
Atlas Supply Co., Winston-Salem, N. C.—Mech. Engrs.
Florida Light and Power Co.—EE and ME
Fieldcrest Mills Incorporated—Chem., ME & Text.
FRIDAY
First National Bank of South Carolina—All Grads.
Florida Light and Power Co.—EE and ME.
California State Government—Civil Engineers.
Georgia State Highway Dept.—Civil Engineers.

OPENING SOON

Sualf HtlBon '£tb.
'Specialists In Collegiate Fashions'
224 North Main Street
GREENVILLE, S. C.

On Campus

with

{By the Author of "Rally Round the Flag, Boys!" and,
"Barefoot Boy with Cheek.")

POVERTY CAN BE FUN
It is no disgrace to be poor. It is an error, but it is no disgrace.
So if your purse is empty, do not skulk and brood and hide
your head in shame. Stand tall. Admit your poverty. Admit it
freely and frankly and all kinds of good things will happen to
you. Take, for instance, the case of Blossom Sigafoos.
Blossom, an impecunious freshman at an Eastern girls'
college, was smart as a whip and round as a dumpling, and
scarcely a day went by when she didn't get invited to a party
weekend at one of the nearby men's schools. But Blossom never
accepted. She did not have the rail fare; she did not have the
clothes. Weekend after weekend, while her classmates went
frolicking, Blossom sat alone, saved from utter despair only by
her pack of Marlboros, for even an exchequer as slim as Blossom's can afford the joys of Marlboro—joys far beyond their
paltry price: rich, mellow tobaccos, lovingly cured and carefully packed; a new improved fitter that works like a charm.
Croesus himself could not buy a better cigarette!
However, Marlboro's most passionate admirers—among
whose number I am paid to count myself—would not claim
that Marlboro can entirely replace love and romance, and Blossom grew steadily moroser.

Boners' Bag |

man and Jerry Hunter were among those who were
present for this occasion.
For Danny Frick and Fred York the weekend's activities were not over until Sunday, when they paid the girls
at Breneau a visit.
As anyone can easily see Clemson students were very
busy last week with parties, dances, trips and, for the football players, Spring practice.

STUDENTS

chnson
Qaenc y

Complete
Reservations
hotels, tours
where. No

Travel Service
for transportation,
and cruises—everyservice charge.

John C. Calhoun Hotel
Tel: CAnal 6-3295
Anderson, S. C.

Quote: A virgin forest is one
in which the hand of man has
never set foot.

HOKE SLOAN

A Delightful Coffee Shop With
Fountain Service

-TIGER TAVERNLocated in Lower Lobby of Clemson House

Open 9:30 a.m. to 12 p.m.
• Fountain Service
Sandwiches

• Newsstand

<f£kbit?t
Then one day eame a phone eall from an intelligent sophomore named Tom O'Shanter at a nearby men's college. "Blossom," said Tom, "I want you to eome down next week for the
barley festival, and I won't take no for an answer."
"No," said Blossom.
"Foolish girl," said Tom gently. "I know why you refuse me.
It is because you are poor, knl i*?"
''Yes," said Blossom.
"I will send you a railroad ticket," said Tom.'.'. Also a smafl
salami in ease yoa get hungry on the train."
"But I have nothing to wear," said Blossom.
Tom replied "I will send you one suit of cashmere, two
gowns of lace, three slacks of velvet, four shoes of calf, five socks
of nykm, and a partridge in a pear tree."
"That is most kind," said Blossom, "but I fear I cannot
dance and enjoy myself while back home my poor lame brother
Tiny Tim lies abed."
"Send him to Mayo Brothers and put it on my tab," said
Tom.
"You are terribly decent," said Blossom, "but I cannot come
to your party because all the other girls at the party will be
from rich, distinguished families, and my father is but a humble
woodcutter."
"I will buy him Yosemite," said Tom.
"You have a great heart," said Blossom. "Hold the phone
while I ask our wise and kindly old Dean of Women whether it
is proper for me to accept all these gifts."
She went forthwith and asked the Dean of Women, and
the Dean of Women laid her wise and kindly old hand on
Blossom's cheek and said, "Child, let not false pride rob you
of happiness. Accept these gifts from Tom."
"Lord love you, Wise and Kindly," breathed Blossom, dropping grateful tears into the Dean's reticule. "I must run and
tell Tom."
"Yes, run, child," said the Dean, a smile wrinkling her wise
and kindly old eyes. "And ask him has he got an older brother.''
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The makers of filter- tip Marlboro, who bring you this column,
are also the makers of non-fitter Philip Morris, who oho
' bring you this column. Whichever you choose, you're right.

